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PRESIDENT'S SECRETARIAT (PUBLIC) 

AINVAN-E-SADR 

Federal Board or Revenue VS M/s. Millat Tractors Limited 

• 

Su* t REPRESENTATION PREFERRED BY FEDERAL BOARD OF REVENUE AGAINST THE FINDINGS /  

RECOMMENDATIONS DATED 21.09.2021 PASSED BY THE LEARNED [TO IN COMPLAINT NO.  

129.3)1.,111.2/S172021  

Kindly refer to your representation on the above subject addressed to the President in the background mentioned below:- 

This representation has been filed by Federal Board of Revenue (FOR) on 22.10.2021 against the order of the learned Federal Tax Ombudsman 

(PTO) dated 21.09 2021, whereby it has bum held that: 

"ERR to direct the Chief CommissionertlR, Ira La/tore to- 
process and settle the due refund to the Complainant as contained in the Refund Claims of Recognized Agricultural 
Tractors Manufacturers Rules, 2012 notified vide SRO 363(1)2012 dated 13.04,2012, as per Env; 

,for Attire application, ERR may  recent:ulna to the Government to define the term "Agricultural Tractors" in column 
5 of Thbleel of Eighth Schedule to the Sides Tax Act, 1990, against S. No. 25, in case it intends to restrict the 
exemption beyond .5 percent to some other use of tractors (agriculture purpose); and 

fill) report compliance within 45 days." 

'the above mentioned complaint was: filed against the Commiss oner-IR, Enforcement Zone, LID, Lahore in terms of Section 1011 t of the 
Federal Tax (..nubutisman Ordinance, 2000 (FTC? Ordinance) for fading to settle two rebind claims amounting to Rs.613.033 million for the tax period 

Mardi 2.021 and April 2021. 

Mis Ni hit 'Imams Ltd (the complainant) a 'natal &tura of Agricultural Tractors filed refund claims for the Tax period March and April, 

2021, as per prticedure laid clown in the Refund Claims or Recognized Agricultural 'Li-actors Mmuilacturers (I CA TM) Rules, 2012 issued vide SRO 

36311)12012 dated 13.04.2012. The complainant submitted refund applications alongwith prescribed documents according to the ILATM Rules, 2012. 
Whereas, the Dept( was required lu allow refund within tltree days of the receipt of rehind application under Rule 2 of the RATM Rules, 2012 which 

was not done and tite claim was at pending with the Department. 

4. 
The learned Federal Tax Ombudsman called the continents of the Secretary, Revenue Division, Islamabad. In response thereto, the Chief 

Cagrunissioner-IK, 1.:10. Lahore vide letter dared 14.07.2021 forwarded par a-w se comments of the Commissioneb4R, Legal Zone, LTO Lahore. It 
was averred that the complainant had joined post sanction audit of disbursed refunds initiated under Rule 36 of Chapter-V of Sales Tax Rules, 2006, 

N and in-I inc with Mose provisions of law, pie' rebind audit of the complainant was in 
in order to determine the admissibility of claimed refund. A 

(\et letter dated 26.00.2021 had been written io the complainant for seeking evidence of reduced rate supplies to buyers who were actually entitled to i(tat 
\\;, reduced rate or Sales Tax. Whereas, in the instant ease, the CORE reason for the creation of Sales Tax refund included taxable supplies to be MAC the 

conditions dud the Agriculture Tractors would only be used exclusively for agriculture purposes. However, fiona the record available with the 

I\ 
 department, it revealed. that the said provision had not been followed. No concrete evidence was available that the said supply of Tractors was 
actually made to the persons exclusively involved in agriculture. It was also contented that the Tractors supplied by tk complainant were being used 

for transporting Bricks, Sand and Soil (Ni oil across the country. Thus, henig a mass supplier of InSable Tractors at a reduced rate of 5% to sectors 

other than Agriculture created au illegal elahn of excess input Tax against supplies which had to be made @ 17% under Section 3(1)of the Sales 
-fax 

Act (the Act), alttng-with further Tax under Section 3(IA) of the Act Further, through SRO. 1248(1)21)20 dated 23 11.2020, that granted subsidy to 
the farmers lei purchase at' Tractors, the manufacturers had been directed to follow a due verification process before the supply of Tractors to actual 
growers/farmeix in ruder to extend the benefit of subsidy in them, Conversely, a preliminary analysis of the Stiles Tax record of the taxpayer revealed 
that it had claimed I KM supplies of its Tractors at reduced rates of 5%, resulting in =alien of huge refunds. The excess Input Tax in those iefund 
claims against supplies of Tractitrs for ogler than Agricultural purposes was prim facie inadmissible. Therefore, before sanctioning the claims, a pre-
rebind audit at per law, was considered necessary. The contention of the Complainamt that claims were to be processed under SRO 363(1)/2012 dated 
13.0121112, was misconceived as the claims were filed under Seental 10 of the Sales 'it Act, 1990 (the Act). It was further contended that serious 
violations were observed hi the refund claims, therefore, the same could only he detected and rectified alter conducting investigative audit as required 
under the provisions at Section 10 of the Act, read with Rule 10(3) cif he Rules, thus, no nudadministration was committed by the Dealt 

Cousider tog the respective 
 stances, the learned Federal Tax Ombudsman proceeded to pass the above mentioned order. Hence, the 

representation by the FOR. 

6. hearing of the case was fixed for 08.03.2022_ Mr. Muhammad Majeed Ch,, Commissioner-IR, uro. Lahore, Mr. Unman jar, DC1R 

and Mr. All Noor, ACI 14 have represented the FOR, whereas, Mr. Shaharyar K as uri, Advocate, Mt Muhamm ad Humzah Sheikh, Advocate, 

Mr. Sohail A. Nisar and Mr Alchtar Ali Naeern have appeared on behalf of the complainant. 

The learned 1710 has dealt with the matter vide para 6&7 of the ordei, as follows 

"6. Iris clear from record dint 511C/363(1)/2012 dated 1304. 2013, notifies specific rules for the processing of "Wind Claims of 
Recognized Agricultural tractor Marnifuteurers Rides, 2012". The procedure has been simplified in which three documents as detailed in 
clause 2 of the 51l0 referred to above and ride 2 of the Rules. 2021 had been specified IQ he filed by the refund claimant along with the 
refit& midication, based pn which, the refitrul of admissible excess input tax shall he allowed within three days. The SRO also contains 
piewisihris for post refund audit in die later rules. 
Relerentx /mak it the depolment to SRO I 248(1)2020 dated 23 11.2020 is misleading as diat es for the purpose of ,subsidy granted to the 
agricuinutrts for purchase of tractors and not for the application of reduced rate of 5% under the Sales Tax law In an identical case tide 
complaint No.094.511,HIUSE2a2 I, hearing was attended by the Commissioner4R personally, who while referring to clause-3 of HO 
contended that sanctioning of refund was subject to as admissibilih,. Added that refunds on account of concessionary rate 01 .5% in terms 
ufS.No 25 of the eighth schedule to Sales Tax Act, 1990 were sub/eel to condition that the tractors were used exclusively fry agricultural 
;imposes and that pre-refund audit was necessary in order to confirm this fitei Which was not found to he correct It was held ghat no sod, 
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condition had been mentioned in the said SRO. Further, defaulter', of Agriculfirral Tractor had neither been provided in the Rules nor -  in 

the SRO. Before the instant case, since the issuance of Rules of 2012, this objection regarding definition of Agricultural Tractor had 

neither been raised nor explained afterwards by the ERR. 
The purpose of said Ruks was to provide espeditious and prompt sanctioning of refunds to the "[Thetas Industry subject to the provisions 
of revolving hank guarantee and strict compliance of clause 4 of the said SRO. The kin did not create any distinction witb regard to end 
use of the tractors once supplied by the manufacturer. The contention of CUR was found to have no farce as clauses 4 if 5 of the said SRO 

made everything chair! and left no room for any delay in disposal of refund applinaion filed under clause-2 of the SRO. The said SRO also 
made it abundantly ekes,- that there could he "nu pre-refund audit" in such cases MOT! in, however, a provision jar "post-refiind audit" 

9"19- 
One of the reasons behind OBS relaxation to the manufacturers of the Agri-Tau:ten is that the refund can only be issued subject to The 
filing of "revolving bunk guarantee" as required in clause 2(c) of the SRO refirrred to above, securing the Unt0111il Ill OM it was !nerd 

inadmissible at a subsequent stage. The Dept'/ nintention that as die SRO does not override the general refit:id rules, het ctpre, it could 

delay pay1110171.0 on account of conducting pre-refUnd audits, in the cases filed under the said SRO does not hold farce far the reason that 
by doing so, it would cause "Refund Claims of Recognized Agricultural Tractor Adanufactorers Rules. 2012" redundant Aloreovet; the 
special rules framed for the purpose take precedence over the general tides. The Rules allow the department to conduct postafand audit, 
rather than pre-ref aid audits. It is lines, clear that conducting ofpre-refund audit and delay in settlement of refiords bevond3 days gulling 
aft/aim, by the Deptl Cr against the rules and procedure. and amounts to maladministration. 

7, Delay in settlement of refund within three days of refund application, filed under SR0.363(71/2012 dated 13,04.2012, being violative of 
substantive provisions of the rules and procefirre is tantamount to maladministration, in terms of Section 2(310)(a) sclid qf the ITO 

Ordinance." 

Thus. he concluded that delay in Settlement of refund claim within three days as prescribed under the Rules amounts to maladministration. 

B, An identical matter earlier came up in Rep.No.70/F1'0/2021 and the same was decided vide pans 8,9&10 of the Order dated 26.10.2021 

as follows:- 
'8. Thus. it concluded that the rules allow the department to conduct a post-refry( rather than pre-audit. By reaching such a conclusion 

that delay in settling their refund claim is tantamount to nuthachninisnation, hence issued the directions nest atoned above. Though the 
ERR is not represented yet the representation filed by it has been perused which does not advance the case of the department nor any 
justifiable ground /or assailing the order of ihe learned HO. The PO indeed has directed the Agency la process card settle the dee rebind 
as per IOW contained in the refund claim recognizing the validity of Reftord Claims of Recognized Agricultural Macros Alarmhourers 
Rules, 2012 notified on 13.04,2012. There can be no cavil dial these Rules of 2012 are specific and special in nature applicable to Tractor 
Afanufarturers and have precedence over other general titles dealing generally the refund 

9. No valid justification therefime crisis to ignore die specific ndes and rely upon some other rules. There is no denial of the fact that 
Refund Claims of Recognized Agricultural 'Tractor Manufacarrers Rides, 2012 have been framed under the Saks Tax Act 1990 vide SW 
No.363(0/2012 dated 13.04.2012 and are intact These rules caverthe field of Trooar Alanujachering units whereas the Saks lax Rules, 
2006 are of general application. The legal position is weThsealed that in presence Oa special law dealing with specific3'11*a the  fiellet 01  
Ian' become inapplicable, fiwther the Rules of Tractor Alanufacturing 2012 are of later in time than theRules of 2006 and will haw 
precedence. It has so been held authoritatively by the llonble Supreme Court of Pakistan in Inspector General of Fake, l'unjob Lahore 
undo/hers Vs Mashing Ahmed IVarralch and others IPLD 1985 SC1591. 

10.71e order of the learned HO In the circumstances admits of no exceptions and ha representations is !table t° be rejected." 

9. There is no cavil that the instant Matter is of similar nature. Bolls parties are atone that the Deptt has already allowed refund in pursuance 
of the Warble President's Order dated 26.102021. Moreover, the refund application for Match. and April, 2021 is under process and it would he 
finalized soon. The instant refund claim is also of same nature as had already been settled. Thus, it would also be sanctioned accordingly. Suffice it to 

observe that the decision of earlier Representation is absolutely Clear and unambiguous in the context of the controversy. 

O. Accordingly, the I lon'hle President, as per his decision above, has been pleased to reject the representation. 

(Anwar-0144aq) 
Director General (Legal) 

The Chaitman, 
Federal Board of Revenue,Islanni  bad 

Mis. Millat Tractors Limited, 
8.8 km, Sheikhopura Road, Shalidara, Lahore. 

No.94/FT0/2021_  dated  25 03 2022 

Copy for information to: 
I. The Registrar, Federal Tax Ombudsman, Islamabad. 

The Chief (Legal-11B, Federal Board of Revenue. Islamabad.  
Mr. Initiaz Rashid Siddiatti. Advocate Supreme Court, 179/180-A Seigel) Corner, Upper Mall, Lahore.0333-4218091 

4 Barrister Hassaan Aklitar, 3'a  floor WC, Building Near China Chowk, Lahore. 

5. Master file. 

(Ain 01-1 

Direeto (leiter& (Lhgal) 
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